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Manina Jones (Western)
Congress themes are usually catch-alls, meant to
inspire, connect different disciplines, and provide
focus for the conference. For example, Congress
2017 was initially subtitled “From Far and Wide: The
Next 150,” but was re-themed to “The Next 150: On
Indigenous Lands.” While both designations nod to
the occasion of Canada’s sesquicentennial, and both
highlight the important role arts and humanities
scholarship can play in shaping Canada’s future, the
sub-title Congress ultimately ran with performed a
territorial turn, and referenced histories, cultures
and claims that pre-date and complicate the
category of the national itself, hinting at the
implications of the 150th, inciting scholars to the
challenges of reconciliation. Our 2017 plenary
speakers, Sherryl Vint (University of California
Riverside) and George Elliot Clarke (University of
Toronto) took up this opportunity with
vigour, the
former
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of the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-centuries
have historically engaged with and contested
constitutional discourses.
For me, these sessions were among the most
stimulating of Congress 2017. I won’t even begin to
inventory the many other productive, provocative,
and profound events that were part of our meetings.
As for social fun, the celebration of research/
ACCUTE’s 60th birthday and the annual dance party
were definite highlights.
Regina’s Congress theme, “Gathering Diversities,”
has lots of potential, and we hope you’ll put your
thinking caps on to come up with proposals as
inventive, innovative, intelligent and numerous as
those we received for Ryerson. I have never visited
Regina, and I’m looking forward to getting to know
the city, the university, and the environs. As
organizers, the ACCUTE team is eager to explore the
unique and exciting opportunities Regina offers as

speaking
engagingly about fictional
representations of Canada’s future across an
astonishingly wide catalogue of Canadian
speculative fiction and film; and the latter giving a
passionate address about the ways Canadian poets
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we gather on Treaty 4 and 6 territory and the
traditional territory of the Cree and Saulteaux,
Assiniboine and Métis. We’ve already begun
preparations, with the support of our Local
Arrangements coordinator Chris Bundock (Regina).
Visit the accute.ca website to keep up with all the
latest developments.
Most important at this stage is the fact that we’re
requesting proposals for member-organized and
joint panels: they’re due August 15, 2017 (see p.
18). We’ve included a list of
alternative formats to the threeor four-paper panel in order to
stimulate thinking about how we
can diversify the configurations of
our gathering. Check it out and
consider the possibilities. The
deadline for paper proposals for the
General Pool, Member-Organized,
and Joint Sessions is November 15,
2017.
We’re eagerly awaiting more
detailed terms and the application process for
additional graduate student support for travel to
Regina. This fund, announced by the Congress
organizers at our AGM at Ryerson, may provide up to
$500 for graduate students participating in Congress
2018. This would be monies in addition to the

ACCUTE/ESC travel supplement we make available
for graduate students, contract academic faculty,
and under-waged members for travel to Congress.
We are also in the process of developing a prize for
a graduate student conference paper at Congress,
and further announcements on that will be
forthcoming too.
Finally, we’re delighted to introduce in this issue
of the newsletter Alicia
Robinet, our new
Office
Coordinator,
and our new Board
members: Lee Easton
(Mt. Royal, Chair of
the Committee on
Professional
Concerns),
and
Mark McCutcheon
(Athabasca, Chair
of the Priestley Prize
Committee). In past issues, you’ve been
introduced to 2018-20 President Jennifer Andrews
(New Brunswick) and new ESC Editor Allan Pero. I’d
like to give a shout-out to Western PhD student
Mohammed Sharifi, who has been supporting the
work of the ACCUTE office.

Past, current and incoming Presidents Jason Haslam, Heather Murray, Judith Herz, Manina Jones, Stephen Bruhm, and
Jennifer Andrews celebrate ACCUTE’s 60th anniversary at the ACCUTE Celebration of Research
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A packed house at George Elliott Clarke’s plenary

NEW MEMBER-AT-LARGE: 2017-19 (Professional Concerns Chair)
Lee Easton (Mt. Royal University)
Lee Easton works at Mount Royal University, where he teaches courses in visual culture
focused on comics and graphic novels. He has co-authored Secret Identity Reader:
Essays on Sex, Death and the Superhero (Wolsak and Wynn, 2010). More recently, he
has been interested the scholarship of teaching and learning with a focus on identity
and the Canada-US border. On the administrative side, he has served as department
Chair (2007-12) at Mount Royal University and then as Associate Dean responsible for
the School of Communication and Literary Studies at Sheridan College (2012-14). He
is currently cross-appointed to the Department of General Education, where he
coordinates the department’s foundation writing courses.

NEW MEMBER-AT-LARGE: 2017-19 (Priestley Prize Chair)
Mark A. McCutcheon (Athabasca University)
Mark A. McCutcheon is Associate Professor of Literary Studies at Athabasca University,
where he teaches and researches postcolonial popular culture, copyright, and 19thcentury literature. His research articles appear in journals like English Studies in
Canada, University of Toronto Quarterly, TOPIA, and Continuum, among other
scholarly journals and books. He has also published poetry and fiction in journals like
subTerrain, Existere, and Carousel. Mark has served as president of both the Athabasca
U Faculty Association and the Confederation of Alberta Faculty Associations. His
scholarly blog is academicalism.wordpress.com.
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I’m also happy to report that ACCUTE continues
to do well financially, as indicated by the Notice to
Reader statements posted below. Following
ACCUTE’s incorporation, carried through so
efficiently by the Halifax office, we have been
required to file information returns with the Canada
Revenue Agency and Corporations Canada. The
Notice to Reader includes the combined operations
of ESC and ACCUTE; the numbers you’ll see below
reflect only the ACCUTE office.
The Statement of Operations shows the actual
revenue and expenses for the ACCUTE office for the
period ending 30 June 2016, in the first column, and
the second column is a projection of where we think
we’ll be at the end of 30 June 2017 (and we’re
working with our local accountants now to prepare
the actual numbers). As you’ll see, last year saw a
loss of approximately $6000, primarily due to the
increase in travel expenses to Calgary. This year,
we’ve instituted a firm cap of $10,000 on conference
travel funding, and we expect the executive travel
expenses to be reduced this year as well. We’re
projecting a small surplus of $2757 for 2017,
although we expect that any surplus will be banked
to cover the increased travel expenses for Regina in
2018. Our membership dues continue to be healthy,
and the office has no financial concerns.
The second report—the Statement of Financial
Position—reports on the ACCUTE office’s yearend
net worth. The projected number does not include
conference travel cheques, but it also doesn’t
include the additional membership fees paid by
conference attendees. One number that isn’t
reflected in this report is the usual ESC transfer of
funds—because of ESC’s move to Western this
summer, we’ve decided to postpone any transfer
until after the transition has taken place, and after
this year’s SSHRC funding has come through (likely in
January). A benefit of this decision is that any future
transfer of funds to ACCUTE will be timed alongside
the SSHRC transfer.
As we look forward to Regina, I’ll encourage
everyone to renew their memberships, to think
about conference proposals, and to begin planning
to attend Congress 2018!

VICE PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
Madeline Bassnett (Western)
After a stimulating conference at Ryerson, the
ACCUTE office is already excited about Regina,
especially now we’re more seasoned conference
planners. The success of the conference, as always,
depends in large part on the attendees, and the
Ryerson numbers certainly speak to the energy of
our past meeting. ACCUTE membership continues to
grow, with 566 members—up from 541 last year,
and we’ve seen a growth especially among graduate
students (see pie charts below). We’re currently
working with Lorna Lindsey at the Federation to
move our membership database to a new, and more
user-friendly, platform, which will happen at the
beginning of August. The old system will be frozen
for a few days at the end of July to facilitate the
move, and the new system should be up and running
shortly thereafter. The big change you’ll notice will
be the option to sign up for multi-year memberships,
something that we hope will benefit us all
individually (we’ll be free from those automated
renewal-reminder emails for a longer period) and
ACCUTE as a whole (membership numbers will
remain more stable).
The healthy membership numbers were also
reflected this year in the diversity and sheer number
of panels. Our general pool panels held steady at 44,
but we doubled the number of board-sponsored
panels (12 this year), and the member-organized
panels went up about 25% from last year (see graphs
below). To fit everyone in, we added sessions at the
beginning (with the early Saturday start) and end of
the conference, and increased the number of
concurrent sessions. Although Regina is likely to
produce a more intimate—but no less fruitful—
conference, we’ll be planning to reduce the number
of concurrent sessions as much as possible, likely by
continuing to extend the number of session periods
into the morning and afternoon of the first and last
days.
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Statement of Operations (excluding ESC)

Actual
2015-2016

Revenues:
➢ ACCUTE Memberhsip dues
➢ Net Congress Revenue
➢ Federation Aid for Plenaries
Total Revenue
Office Expenses:
➢ CFHSS Membership Dues
➢ Coordinator Salary
➢ Office
➢ Office Transition
➢ Accounting/Legal/Insurance Fees
Conference Expenses:
➢ Conference Travel
➢ Executive Travel
➢ Plenary Costs
➢ Conference Staff
➢ Conference Planning Trip
➢ Program
➢ Dance
➢ Misc.
Total Expenses
Net Income (Loss)

6

Projection
2016-2017

$47,230.00
$9,412.22
$2,000.00

$46,534.00
$8,800.00
$2500.00

$58,642.22

$57,834.00

$3,179.70
$20,005.85
$921.87
$0.00
$4365.62

$3952.00
$20,000.00
$789.00
$1834.00
$5207.00

$14,321.91
$11,916.56
$7859.15
$515.00
$377.00
$1183.19
$0.00
$0.00
$64,645.85
($6003.63)

$10,000.00
$9,000.00
$2,500.00
$400.00
$144.00
$1151.38
$0.00
$0.00
$55,077.00
$2757.00
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Financial Position (Excluding ESC)

June 30, 2016
(Actual)

Assets
➢ ACCUTE Chequing
➢ ACCUTE Savings
➢ Accounts Receivable
Total Assets
Liabilities
Outstanding Conference Cheques
Total Liabilities
Retained Earnings

June 30, 2017
(Projection)

$11,866.91
$33,419.24
$0.00
$45,286.15

$9,673.00
$33,419.00

$7,880.73
$7,880.73
$37,405.42

$0.00
$0.00
$43,092.00

$43,092.00

COORDINATOR’S MESSAGE
Alicia Robinet, Western
I am delighted to join the ACCUTE team as the
Coordinator and work with such a wonderful
executive. I first heard of our former
Coordinator, Stephanie Oliver, sixteen years ago
when she was mentoring a mutual
acquaintance, and after nine years of friendship,
it is no surprise that she has so graciously led me
into this position.
This summer, we are already gearing up for
Congress 2018 in Regina. We look forward to
receiving the member-organized and joint panel
ideas: please send us your submissions, and join
us in Regina!
Here are your new ESC Editors:
• Allan Pero, Editor
• Joanna Devereux, Reviews Editor
• Janelle Blankenship, Associate Editor
• Michael Fox, Associate Editor
• Mark McDayter, Associate Editor

ESC REPORT

Mark Simpson & Michael O’Dricoll, CoEditors (University of Alberta), Laura
Schecter, Journal Coordinator
This is a big moment in the history of ESC. After
fifteen very successful years at the University of

We’re looking forward to sharing our experience
with Allan and his colleagues, and to watching them
take the journal in new and exciting directions.
Importantly, our Print Production Editor, Sylvia
Vance, will retain her contractual relations with the
journal, thereby providing an important continuity in
our production chain, and Mark and Mike will, as is
the tradition for past Editors, continue to serve as
members of the EAB. Cecily Devereux, who has been

Alberta, we’re now preparing for the journal’s move
to its new home at Western University on July 1,
2017. We’re thrilled that the new editorial team is
setting the stage for another successful era in the life
of ESC, but of course we’re also quite sad to
relinquish what has so often been a labour of great
joy and camaraderie.
7
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part of the Alberta editorial team since its inception
in 2002, has served over those years as Managing,
Associate, Submissions, and Reviews Editor, so we’re
counting on her continuing counsel as well.
There is a long list of hard-working folks, too
many to name here, who deserve our thanks for their
contributions to the success of the journal, including
former and current members of the editorial team,
University of Alberta staff and several dozen
Graduate Research Assistants, our hired hands in and
out of the office, the past and present members of
our Editorial Advisory Board, eight generations of
ACCUTE Executive members, and of course our
colleagues, contributors, readers, and advocates
across Canada and around the world.
One name, however, deserves extra special
mention here. Particular thanks go to former Editor
Jo-Ann Wallace, who brought the journal to the
University of Alberta in 2002, formed a new team
around the exciting prospect of its revitalization, and
set the journal on a new path to global recognition
and financial sustainability. Jo-Ann did this with all of
her usual aplomb and grace, and in the process gave
many of us a chance to learn about the real rewards
of a creative, collective enterprise. The journal as it
is today is the product of her foresight, her
leadership, and, it must be said, her swagger.

42.-3.4 (September/December 2016): Double
General Issue. Readers’ Forum on “Proliferation”
Edited by Cecily Devereux, with introduction and 6
contributions; 6 articles; 1 interview, and 12 reviews.
Total Production Figures:
Readers’ Forum Pieces
Peer Reviewed Articles
Interviews
Review Articles
Book Reviews

6
15
1
1
19

The figures below indicate the current and
historical number of submissions per reporting year.
Our number of submissions decreased this year by
comparison to last year’s numbers: this year we
received 43 total submissions, whereas last year we
received 60. The decrease finds our submission
numbers back near the level we had in 2015.
While disappointing, this decrease may also mark
a pattern—an ebb and flow in submissions
consistent, perhaps, with a publishing landscape in
which authors have so many potential venues to
consider for their work.

Production Details
Our September/December 2016 issue (42.3-4) was
sent to the printer on May 15, and should be out any
day now. This has us precisely where we were (that
is, several months behind schedule) this time last
year. We expect the March 2017 issue to be out by
early July (that’s a single, general issue numbered
43.1) and that will be the last issue ushered into
production at Alberta. However, Mark Simpson and
Michael O’Driscoll are also in the process of
assembling a special double issue (as Guest Editors!)
on the theme of “Transitions,” and hope to see that
issue (43.2-3, June/September 2017) out by the end
of summer. This will ensure that the Western team
has some time to get organized and ready for their
first single issue in December.
42.1-2 (March/June 2016): Double Special Issue
on The Automated Body, Guest Edited by Cecily
Devereux and Marcelle Kosman. Introduction and 9
articles; 1 review article; and 7 reviews.

The fellowship of the ESC ring…
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(chiefly in linguistics and EAL) that we reject at
source. Although we have no definite insight into this
increase, we wonder whether ESC has mistakenly
been indexed as a venue for linguistics and language
research, leading scholars in those fields to
misidentify it as a potential destination for their
work. We aim to complete the peer review of all
articles within a six month period; on average, an
accepted article moves to publication within twelve
months of submission—a timeline that is
considerably shorter than most journals. We
currently have one article awaiting publication, six
pending ASR’s, and an additional 33 articles under
review.

Acceptance Rate
The journal’s acceptance rate over the last year—
expressing the number of acceptances over against
the total decisions (acceptances, acceptances with
specified revisions, and rejections) made between 1
May 2015 and 30 April 2016—is more exacting than
it has been recently: 17%, as compared to 34% over
the previous three years. We are pleased to report
this more rigorous standard. Sometimes when we do
big special issues—such as the Devereux/Kosman
Automated Body issue or the Hurley Childhood and
Its Discontents issue—we see acceptance rates rise
as a result of solicited submissions. We have also
noticed a gradual increase in unsuitable submissions

Peer-Reviewed Articles Published in Volumes 37-42
Rank of Author

Number of Authors

Percentage

Professor

33

23%

Associate Professor

29

20%

Assistant Professor

22

15%

CAST or Sessional Instructor

15

11%

Post-Doctoral Fellow

7

5%

Graduate Student

24

17%

Independent Scholar / Other

13

9%

Total

143

100%

The publication stats are really quite stable from
last year. We released fewer co-authored pieces
than last year (just one introduction and an
interview), and we saw a slight decrease in
publications by tenured or tenure-track authors
(from 61% to 58%, although that’s still up from 57%
in 2014). It might be worth noting that both of this
year’s co-authored pieces involved permanent
faculty working with grad students. These statistics
indicate that ESC is indeed a journal of first choice for
successful scholars—a venue, that is, worthy of the
admiration of the academy and a meritorious space
in which to present one’s work. With a quick time-topublication rate and a large global readership, ESC is
a highly effective way to reach the broadest
academic audience possible.

Who Publishes in ESC?
A survey of the last six volumes of the journal, in
which we published 128 peer-reviewed articles by
143 authors and co-authors, reveals the answer:
members at all levels of the profession, with more
than half (58%) from the ranks of tenured or tenuretrack scholars. Nearly a quarter of ESC’s peerreviewed articles, published in those six volumes,
came from Full Professors, while 17% of our peerreviewed articles were authored by only the very
best graduate students in the discipline. These
figures demonstrate that ESC publishes excellent
work from all levels of the profession, striking a
judicious balance between established and emerging
or transitional members of the academy.

9
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On average, an ESC article is downloaded every
6.25 minutes in over 120 countries around the world.
That’s an increase of roughly 25 countries since last
year. Over the last eight years, ESC has achieved an
outstanding online presence by developing
partnerships with four digital aggregators: Project
Muse, EBSCO, ProQuest, and Gale Publishing. These
partnerships have greatly increased our profile and
availability around the world. Eight years ago we
reported 20,000 article downloads across those four
digital aggregators. In 2010 that number was 53,000,
and in 2011 that number was almost 73,000. This
year that number has increased to almost 85,000.
You’ll note the decline following 2014. This is,
however, not an actual reduction in readership;
rather, we learned that our numbers were being
inaccurately reported by one of our key aggregators
and corrected for that error. Since that correction
was made, we show a steady annual increase of
about 6%. Our statistics show us that readers with
paid access to the journal online are primarily from
the United States, Canada, Australia, and the UK,
although China, Spain, the Netherlands, and Turkey
also show strong engagement.

Digital and Print Readerships
ESC currently has 669 print subscriptions. Of the
journal’s 617 individual subscribers (which is up by
27 from last year), most are located in Canada
(where they represent 98 different institutions)
while approximately 1% of subscribers are located in
the United States or overseas. ESC saw a jump in our
individual subscribers’ institutional affiliations this
year (from 67 schools to 98): many of our new
subscriptions are from ACCUTE members at regional
and teaching intensive colleges. This increase could
reflect recent hiring trends, but it could also speak to
ACCUTE’s interest in reaching out to these scholars.
Fifty-two libraries or other institutions subscribe to
print copies of the journal, and 29 (or 56%) of those
are non-Canadian. While the number of institutional
subscriptions has declined by 8% in the past year
(and another six institutions have not renewed for
Volume 43), that decline is a consequence of
institutional shifts to digital aggregation, which has
resulted in increased readership and revenues.
Because digital distribution is economically
advantageous and results in a larger readership, we
have no concerns about this trend.

Over the past year, about 70% of those downloads
occurred outside of Canada, testimony to the
journal’s strong international standing.
Some of the data provided also allows us to track
downloads at the level of issue and article. The most
popular issue by far on Project Muse this year was
Volume 41.4 (2015): this issue included the “Forty on
Forty” project, which celebrated ESC’s fortieth year
of publication and saw forty scholars from around
the world writing brief pieces on the texts, concepts,

or events that shaped their work or the larger
discipline. It had 5,410 full-text downloads, followed
by Volume 35.1 (2009), the special issue on
Aboriginal Redress (edited by Jennifer Henderson
and Pauline Wakeham), which had 1,974
downloads, and Volume 31.2-3 (2005), which had
1,450 downloads. That 2005 issue included the
Readers’ Forum (on “Feminism … What Are We
Supposed to Do Now?”), organized by Cecily
Devereux and Jo-Ann Wallace, as well as a cluster of
10
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Aggregator

Total Downloads
2015-16

Project Muse

EBSCO

18,108

34,694

Gale Publishing

ProQuest

TOTAL

15,215

11,790

79,807

2016-17

24,611

26,479

19,571

14,077

Top Countries
2015-16

2016-17

CANADA 42%

CANADA 38%

USA 32%

USA 28%

UK 15%

UK 17%

AUSTRALIA 3.6%

AUSTRALIA 4%

USA 42%

USA 41%

CANADA 7%

CANADA 7%

UK 2%

UK 2%

AUSTRALIA 1.2%

SPAIN 1.5%

N/A

N/A

US 41%

CANADA 40%

CANADA 40%

US 38%

AUSTRALIA/NZ 9%

AUSTRALIA/NZ 9%

ASIA 5%

ASIA 6%

84,738

articles on “Diagnosing Romanticism,” guest edited
by Stephen Ahern, and articles on “Victorian Ethics”
and “Postcolonial Memory.” The most downloaded
individual article from Project Muse was Nat
Hurley’s contribution to the “Forty on Forty” project;
her reflection on Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble was
downloaded an impressive 911 times. Andrew
Bretz’s Readers’ Forum piece from 40.4 (2014),
“Making an Impact?: Feminist Pedagogy and Rape
Culture on University Campuses,” was downloaded
an astonishing 2,686 times from EBSCO. For
reference, that’s roughly 10% of our global EBSCO
downloads!
We can also now report on the Google Analytics
activity we’re seeing through Open Journals System,
our open access venue—although we’ve seen some
unreliability with past reporting mechanisms, so take
this with a grain of salt. It appears that ESC’s open
access site had 8,587 unique visitors in the past
twelve months and a total of 26,076 pageviews. Last
year, we suggested the possibility that ESC articles
were downloaded 27,019 times from OJS, but we
signalled that we would look into OJS’s tracking
features to verify that figure. Having spoken with OJS
reps, it seems more likely that their tracking
mechanisms were double (and, in many cases, triple)
counting the same article viewing. This year’s Google
Analytics figure is a more reliable indicator of ESC

Per Day

Per Month

2016-17

2016-17

67

2,051

73

2,207

54

1,631

39

1,173

233

762

readers’ use of OJS. We can also name this year’s
most downloaded articles through OJS: Jennifer
Henderson and Pauline Wakeham’s “Colonial
Reckoning, National Reconciliation?: Aboriginal
Peoples and the Culture of Redress in Canada” (304
users); Brad Congdon’s “‘Community, Identity,
Stability’: The Scientific Society and the Future of
Religion in Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World” (247
users); and Donna Palmateer Pennee’s “Imagined
Innocence, Endlessly Mourned: Postcolonial
Nationalism and Cultural Expression in Timothy
Findley’s The Wars” (107 users). The majority of OJS
users were in Canada, the USA, the UK, and
Germany, with Toronto, Edmonton, and London as
the most active Canadian cities.

The ESC train embarks on its journey from Edmonton,
AB to London, ON
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continued
success
of
the
CPC.
These
recommendations
predominantly
concern
solidifying the process of forming the CPC
committee. In recent years, the Board has moved
away from appointing members to this committee in
favour of empowering the CPC Chair to strike the
committee. While this has worked well (the CPC has
maintained a good number of members and a
breadth of representation from across Canada), I
have suggested that a more formalized process of
populating the committee could help to ensure the
committee’s sustainability and effectiveness.
I have recommended the following:
Recommendation 1: that the ACCUTE Board
consider returning to the practice of appointing
members to the CPC committee.
Rationale: The ACCUTE Board would help to ease
the transition between CPC Chairs. At present, taking
over the position of Chair can be daunting because
one may find oneself having to populate their own
committee. As well, appointments from the Board
would give these positions more weight; for
example, appointed members would have more
official documentation of their service to ACCUTE,
documentation that can be useful to members for
the purposes of annual performance reviews or
other such evaluative measures.
Recommendation 2: that the ACCUTE Board make
the term of appointments to the CPC 2 years and
ensure that appointments are staggered.
Rationale: A definite term of appointment will
give the committee stability and prevent CPC
members from having to serve at times seemingly
indefinite terms (a big thanks to those for whom that
was the case!). Staggering the appointments would
ensure that the committee will have both returning
and new members in any given year. As such, the
committee would benefit from both the experience
of returning members and the energy of consistent
renewal.
Recommendation 3: that the ACCUTE Board
contemplate the best strategy for populating the
committee, by considering, for example, the
following scenario:
a) A committee of approximately 6
(including the Chair) be formed with a
combination of ex-officio and appointed
members. The ex-officio members
currently included are the Board’s CAF
Representative and the Graduate

COMMITTEE FOR
PROFESSIONAL CONCERNS
REPORT
Veronica Austen (Waterloo)
I would like to thank Jennifer Andrews, Ross
Bullen, Melissa Dalgleish, Lee Easton, and Kala
Hirtle for serving on the Committee for Professional
Concerns this year.
At ACCUTE’s annual conference, the CPC hosted
two panels. “Enrollments in Graduate Programs”
(proposed and organized by Melissa Dalgleish)
queried the current dilemma of graduate programs:
how many graduate students, particularly Ph.D.
candidates, are too many, given today’s academic
job market? Conversely, how many graduate
students are too few? What are the implications of
being part of a shrinking cohort? Our second panel,
“Academia and Families” (proposed by Jennifer
Andrews and organized by me), discussed strategies
for making our work places more supportive of one’s
commitments to family, whatever form that may
take. On behalf of the CPC, I thank this year’s
panellists Aimée Morrison (Waterloo), Graham
Jensen (Dalhousie), Ross Bullen (OCAD), Melissa
Dalgleish (SickKids Research Institute/Toronto),
Jennifer Andrews (UNB), Andrew Deman (St.
Jerome’s University/Waterloo), Anna Guttman
(Lakehead), and Manina Jones (UWO). I would also
like to thank those who attended these panels for
contributing to our discussions. The thought, energy,
and emotion demonstrated in these panels once
again went to show
that one of the great
things that ACCUTE
does as a generalist
organization is take
us beyond our
research
specialties
and
provide a place
where we can share
our range of experiences
in hopes of developing strategies to take back to our
home institutions.
In wrapping up my time as the Chair of the CPC, I
have presented the Board with a list of
recommendations in hopes of ensuring the
12
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Student Caucus President. In the past,
the Vice-President of CACE had also
been included on the committee. The
remaining committee members could be
appointed. (Addendum: At the AGM, it
was suggested that the CPC should also
ensure that a member representing
Colleges be included)

delay in seeking panellists usually means that
panellists are difficult to secure because we wind up
sending invitations at one of the most demanding
times of the year (March, a.k.a. the end-of-term for
many).
I wish the ACCUTE Board the best as they consider
these recommendations and move forward with all
their other work. Lee Easton has been elected the
new Member-at-Large in charge
of
chairing
the
CPC
Committee, and I’m
sure he’d love to hear
any ideas you have
as the CPC moves
forward.
I’ll
conclude with a
thank
you
to
ACCUTE for my
time serving as the
Chair of the CPC.
Being able to help put
together discussions
about the profession has
been quite rewarding. I wish
that I
could have done even more to ensure that our
discussions became actions. That remains the
continuing dilemma of the CPC: how do we take the
energy of our discussions beyond the conference?
We, of course, do in some ways. And yet don’t. At
least not like we could, if only living in the academic
world didn’t so often mean we’d have no time left to
devote to changing it. But here’s to our continuing
efforts and our small victories. . . . and hopefully to
at least a bit of time this summer far, far away from
all things academic.

Rationale: By including ex-officio members, the
work of the CPC can be integrated with the work of
other key ACCUTE constituencies, the CAF Caucus,
the Graduate Student Caucus, and CACE. By
including appointed members in addition to exofficio members, the CPC could serve as a training
ground for those who could later move into other
ACCUTE roles.
Recommendation 4: that the future CPC committee
consider forming a call-for-presenters or call-forpapers for the CPC-organized panels to be
disseminated with the other Member-Organized
panels in the Fall.
Rationale: Currently, the CPC forms its panel
ideas in the Fall, announces them to the Board
around the New Year, and then waits to invite
panellists once the draft conference program is
available. The reason for this delay in extending
invitations is that our panels have needed to be
populated by those who are already attending
Congress; invited talks often do not qualify for travel
funding, so our panellists need to be presenting
other papers and therefore otherwise qualify for
travel funding.
There are benefits to having the CPC panels be
formed by invitation, but there are also challenges to
this approach, namely the fact that the required

CONTRACT ACADEMIC
FACULTY CAUCUS REPORT
Ross Bullen (OCAD)
I’ve had a busy, but fun, first year as ACCUTE’s
Contract Academic Faculty Caucus representative.
I’d like to thank Manina Jones and the rest of the
ACCUTE executive for guiding me in this new
position, and I’d especially like to thank Stephanie
Oliver for her tireless and dedicated work as ACCUTE
coordinator. I’d also like to thank recently deposed
ex-President Jason Haslam, and former ACCUTE

coordinator Lynne Evans, for all of their help when I
was starting out in this role.
I’d also like to thank my friend and colleague Erin
Wunker, who held this position before I did, and who
brought, and continues to bring, so many CAFrelated issues to the ACCUTE membership and the
public at large through her writing and advocacy. The
first thing I did as CAF rep was meet with Erin to
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discuss the position, and one thing we both agreed
on was the need to establish an actual “caucus” of
CAF members, a community of precarious workers in
Canadian English departments, a task which we
knew would be challenging not only because of the
high turnover of part-time faculty, but also due to
institutional obstacles that can erase part-time
faculty from websites, from email, and from any real
and recognized presence as essential members of
every English department in the country. So our first
strategy was to create a social media presence for
the CAF Caucus. We now have a Twitter feed and a
Facebook page. Our Facebook page actually has
more “likes” than the regular ACCUTE page – yes, I
checked, and no, it’s not a contest – which perhaps
tells us something about the shifting demographics
of ACCUTE members and English faculty on the
whole.
I’ve been using this space to post job ads, articles
that might be of interest to CAF and other readers,
and – in the case of the Twitter feed – to “live Tweet”
conferences and other CAF-related events, including
the 12th biennial Coalition of Contract Academic
Labor conference, which was held last August at the
University of Alberta. This conference brought
together contract academic faculty from Canada, the
U.S., and Mexico to discuss our shared and divergent
concerns. Others talked, I tweeted, but I did
eventually write a report on the conference, which
was posted on the ACCUTE blog.

In October 2016, I organized and spoke on a panel
called “Academic Insecurities” at the Canadian
Association for American Studies conference in
Fredericton, New Brunswick. It was my honor to
speak alongside Erin Wunker and Geordie Miller,
and our panel – which was attended by several
ACCUTE members – sparked an interesting
discussion about academia, working conditions, and
the alt-ac movement.
And, of course, at
this year’s ACCUTE
conference
I
have helped to
organize
two
CAF sessions: a
panel
titled
“Professional
Duties without a
Profession,” and a
joint
CAF-GSC
roundtable
discussion
called
“From Student to
Sessional: Preparing
for Precarity.” I’d
like to thank everyone who participated in those
panels, but especially Geordie Miller and Kala Hirtle,
for sharing the organizing duties. I was also pleased
to be asked to speak as part of an ACCUTE CPC panel
on “Enrolments in Graduate Programs,” and as part
of a joint panel with the Canadian Society for the
Digital Humanities, organized by Lai-Tze Fan and
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Emily Murphy, on “Precarity and Research in the
Humanities.” In the coming year I’d like to continue
to grow the CAF caucus and to foster lasting
relationships and lines of communication between
the precarious workers who constitute a diffuse –
but sizable – community of ACCUTE members. The
social media stuff is a good start, but it is just that:
a start. I think that eventually CAF and CAF-related
issues could warrant a standalone ACCUTEsponsored conference. We don’t have to like the
neoliberal conditions that have led to the spread of
precarity in academic work, but we do need to
acknowledge it, and talk about it, and listen to what
others have to say. I will attend at least one more
contract faculty conference and report back on it to
the ACCUTE membership. I’m not sure which one
yet, so if you know of something happening in the
next year, please let me know. I welcome input from

Erin Moure and Shannon McGuire

anyone about the CAF caucus and what they’d like it
to be. Thank you for letting me serve on your Board
of Directors this year and next year.

PRIESTLEY PRIZE REPORT
Laura Robinson (MUN Grenfell)
•
The winner of the F.E.L. Priestley Prize is
David Williams, for his essay “Film and the
Mechanization of Time in the Myth of the
Great War Canon” (41.2-3):

Quality of Argumentation:
•
•
•
•

Each year at the Congress of the Canadian
Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences,
ACCUTE announces the winner of the F.E.L. Priestley
Prize, which recognizes and acknowledges the best
essay published in our scholarly journal English
Studies in Canada over the past year. This year, the
F.E.L. Priestley Prize Committee was constituted by
Chantel Lavoie from the Royal Military College of
Canada, George Grinnell from UBC, and Laura
Robinson (chair) from Memorial University’s
Grenfell Campus. The committee used this criteria:

•
•
•

•

jargon-free & clear, with good flow
Accessible to general academic/scholarly
readership
Ideally, elegant & stylish—with flair!

CITATION: By examining films created during the first
world war and shortly thereafter alongside cinematic
novels, David Williams convincingly demonstrates that
even an “epic” film such as “The Battle of the Somme”
(1916) “lets slip more than it intended, framing corpses
as the “finished” product of the ‘assembly line’.” In
clear and accessible prose, this article powerfully
documents the mechanisms by which film and
cinematic narratives transform soldiers into materials
of war akin to artillery, and the extent to which

a full-length article, not an opinion piece or
review essay

Significance:
•

clear articulation of an overall claim
sustained and strong argumentation
cohesive & well organized argument
compelling demonstration of the claim
through developed reasoning and
engagement with relevant supporting
evidence

Style:

Size:
•

shows engagement with relevant
scholarship & ability to synthesize
knowledge
• shows a significant new methodology, a
new archive, or a new interpretation

makes a memorable, original, and
significant contribution to the discipline,
with rich implications
15
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spectators, as well as readers and writers at the time
acknowledged this cross-over between written and
cinematic genres. It convincingly highlights how such
transformative moments of cultural production remain
haunted by the production of death in life. As attentive
as the essay is to the triumphalism associated with
mechanization in the context of WWI documentaries
and the forms of cultural memory they produce, its
most powerful moments are deeply human ones that
consider how the unpredictable “lessons of war-time
cinema” reveal not just the truth of “mechanical
writing with light” but a transformation of human life
itself. This article builds a bridge between our current
digitized image-centered age, and the wordcentered genres with which we associate the Great
War, as well as demonstrating, convincingly and
clearly, the influence of evolving film technology on
the reception of the war’s events at the time, as well as
the response to film in literature itself during and after
the war. As an essay that examines a very precise
archive, it is exceedingly hospitable to a general
audience and stages debates and histories of
interpretation in a very engaging manner.

Jason Wang,
Ryerson MLRC doctoral student – host
with the most!

CACE REPORT
Jacqueline Jenkins (Calgary)
The Canadian Association of Chairs of English met at
Ryerson for a full day of sessions on May 26, 2017,
the day before Congress began. There were about 30
participants with good representation from western
Canada, central Canada and Eastern Canada.
The meeting’s events included four panels:
• Budgets: Doing our Work With the $$ We Have
• The External Review: Surviving the Process
• Diversity: Issues In, Of, & Around
• Imagining the Post-Chair Life, or, Learning to
Forget the Unforgettable
At other points in our meeting, we discussed the
recent decision to eliminate membership dues from
CACE:
• the argument for this was that the number of
institutions who actually pay yearly dues
separate from the meeting fees is very small;
• moreover, there are more benefits to having a
broader membership (using an opt-out strategy)
for the circulation of information, job ads,
meeting announcements, etc.
• Last year the executive attempted to reach as
many chairs and heads of departments and units
where English literary studies is taught;
increased our mailing list from the 40s to nearly
80.

We also had a really good discussion about what else
CACE might offer in terms of an association, and we’ll
report back on that. Possible ideas include:
• Greater advocacy;
• Discussion threads on specific topics;
• Closed site for sharing resources related to
academic leadership in English;
• Development of workshops for new/incoming
Heads and Chairs.
Finally, the existing executive was willing to serve
again, and all were acclaimed by the assembled
membership.
• President: Jacqueline Jenkins (Calgary)
• Vice-President: Peter Sinnema (Alberta)
• Secretary-Treasurer: Andre Furlani (Concordia)
• Member-at-Large:
Brenda
Austin-Smith
(Manitoba). The next meeting will be in May
2018, on the day before Congress begins, in
Regina.
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CONGRESS 2018 – University of Regina
Call for Panels
MEMBER-ORGANIZED PANELS
A member-organized panel may follow the conventional three- or four-paper format, but we also encourage
proposers to consider alternative formats such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Round Table: participants present and have a discussion on a designated topic
Pecha Kucha or 7-14-28 or Ignite: participants offer rapid-fire showcases with limited time/number of slides,
followed by discussion
Workshop: Participants work collaboratively and with attendees on a practical problem (eg., a crux in
interpretation, developing course syllabus, constructing an effective grant proposal)
Demonstrations of teaching or technological innovations, with explanations and discussion.
Interview session: each panellist gives a brief presentation, and is then interviewed by the next panellist,
who then presents his/her work
Storytelling panel: discussion based on participants’ narrative presentations: a “stories of….” approach
Technology-mediated session: incorporates social media responses, mobilizes technology to access off-site
participants or author reading/interview
Collaborative presentations: participants present in groups rather than individually

Member-organized panels are proposed by an ACCUTE member (deadline the preceding August 15) for the
annual ACCUTE conference. Member-organized panels are not invitational: the organizer picks the topic but
does not pre-select the participants. As with general submissions to the ACCUTE conference, paper proposals
and submitted papers are peer reviewed, with the panel organizer acting as the first vettor. Participants are
selected in consultation between the organizer and the ACCUTE office, depending on the vetting results. If a
panel proposal is selected for the program, the organizing member is expected to attend the ACCUTE
conference in May to act as Panel Chair.

What Makes a Good Member-Organized CFP?
Some CFPs attract many submissions; some, few or none. A successful CFP is neither too general (Munro’s
fiction) nor too specific (Jungian approaches to The Great Gatsby). It identifies an interesting or timely topic or
critical problem, or an under-represented area, and reflects current scholarship in that field. Think of the
eventual audience as well as the submitters: try to pick a topic that is not overly specialized and that has a
general or cross-field appeal. Craft the CFP carefully, without issuing too many directives, and let your
submitters show what they can do with it. And be sure to spend some time publicizing the CFP to the kinds of
scholars who would be an asset to the event.
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Submitting a Member-Organized Proposal
If you would like to submit a panel proposal, email ACCUTE with the following information indicated clearly:
•
•
•
•
•

The proposed panel title and format
Your name and institution
The email address(es) for submissions
The text of the CFP to a maximum of 200 words
Please also include the ACCUTE submissions procedures in your CFP (i.e., “Please send the following:
A file containing a 300 to 500-word paper proposal without personal identifying marks and the 2018
Proposal Info Sheet available on the ACCUTE website).

If accepted, your CFP will be publicized to the ACCUTE membership in early or mid-September with a
deadline for submissions of 15 November. Note that you are responsible for ensuring that submissions conform
to ACCUTE’s proposal guidelines, as described in the final bullet point, above.
The panel organizer serves as the first vettor for the proposals, and should follow our vetting guidelines.
After you have vetted your papers, you will forward all the materials you received to the ACCUTE office, and
paper proposals and/or submitted papers will be sent to a second external assessor. Any submissions not
selected for your panel will go into the “general pool” and will be considered for the ACCUTE conference
program.

Submitting a Proposal to a Member-Organized Panel
Persons submitting to one of these panels should send an email submission directly to the organizer(s) by 15
November. Submitters are required to follow ACCUTE’s proposal guidelines for submissions (as described in the
final bullet point, above).
For more information on member-organized panels, please click here. For information on jointly sponsored
panels, click here.

JOINTLY-ORGANIZED PANELS
Jointly-organized panels (which often follow the conventional three- or four-paper format, but can take a
variety of forms, including roundtables: see the list of possibilities under Member Organized Panels) are held at
the ACCUTE conference but are co-sponsored by another association. They are usually initiated by an ACCUTE
member who is also a member of the organization that jointly sponsors the panel (deadline the preceding
August 15). They are intended to foster links between ACCUTE and other scholarly associations, whether those
associations regularly attend Congress or not. Of special interest to ACCUTE are those organizations that address
fields that have traditionally been under-represented at our conference, such as American, Medieval, and
Eighteenth-Century Studies, but other areas are welcome as well. While ACCUTE welcomes panels that
correspond with the annual Congress theme, any topic that reflects ACCUTE’s mandates or the interests of its
members will be considered.
(Please note: if you wish to host an ACCUTE-sponsored panel at another Congress conference, you should
not send in a proposal as below. You should ask the organizers of the other association if they allow jointly
sponsored panels. If they do, follow any process they have for proposals; as an ACCUTE member, you may then
request permission to have the panel listed as co-sponsored in the ACCUTE program. Such panels will not appear
as CFPs for our conference, but can be advertised through the co-sponsoring association’s CFP, ACCUTE’s blog,
and other CFP sites.)
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Submitting a Joint Panel Proposal
Joint panel proposals begin with a discussion between the proposer of the panel—usually in consultation with
the president—and the president of ACCUTE, most often during the summer months.
If you would like to propose a jointly-sponsored panel, email ACCUTE with the following information
indicated clearly:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name of the co-sponsoring association
The proposed panel title
Your name and institution
The email address(es) for submissions
The text of the CFP to a maximum of 200 words
Please also include ACCUTE submissions procedures in your CFP (i.e., “Please send the following: A file
containing a 300 to 500-word paper proposal without personal identifying marks and the 2018 Proposal Info
Sheet available on the ACCUTE website”)

If accepted, your CFP will be publicized to the ACCUTE membership in early or mid-September with a deadline
for submissions of 15 November. Note that you are responsible for ensuring that submissions to your panel
conform to ACCUTE’s proposal guidelines, as stated in the final bullet point, above.
Organizer(s) of the jointly sponsored panels are solely responsible for choosing participants using the vetting
or assessment protocols of the co-sponsoring association; ACCUTE does, however, ask that all submissions be
vetted, and that organizers bear in mind the ACCUTE Vetting Guidelines. The organizer(s) advise the submitters
of the results, and forward the successful papers (with accompanying materials) to the ACCUTE office. Papers
and panels are not subject to further vetting, but ACCUTE may request expert comment on them. If a proposed
jointly-sponsored panel is selected for the ACCUTE program, the organizing member is expected to attend the
ACCUTE conference in May to act as Panel Chair; if this is not possible, the co-sponsoring society should assign a
Chair.
Please note: Ordinarily, each association is permitted one joint panel at ACCUTE, but two may be permitted if
the response warrants.

Submitting to a Joint Panel
Persons submitting to one of these panels should send their submissions directly to the panel organizer(s) by 15
November. Submitters are required to follow ACCUTE’s proposal guidelines for submissions (as described in the
final bullet point, above).
Please note that anyone presenting a paper in a joint panel must be a member of one or both of ACCUTE or
the partner organization. To join ACCUTE, click here. For more information on joint panels, please
click here. For information on member-organized panels, click here.
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ACCUTE Membership
It Benefits You; It Benefits Our Profession
ACCUTE’S MISSION
To promote the interests of those teaching and researching in the various fields of English Studies in
Canadian colleges and universities by facilitating the dissemination and exchange of research and
the exploration of professional issues, by organizing scholarly and professional meetings, by seeking
to improve working conditions, by representing and promoting the scholarly and research interests
of members before such bodies as provincial and federal granting agencies, and by supporting the
interests and aspirations of members entering the profession.

AS AN ACCUTE MEMBER, YOU GAIN:
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Four print issues annually of cutting-edge scholarship from ESC: English Studies in Canada , the
nation's leading generalist journal in the discipline and a global force in multidisciplinary humanities
scholarship (ESC is downloaded more than 80,000 times per year in over 80 countries);
A direct political voice in one of the largest and most recognized humanities associations in Canada;
Membership in the Canadian Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences (CFHSS), which
lobbies on our behalf to SSHRC and the Federal government;
Eligibility for travel funds to present at our annual conference, where scholars from around Canada
and the world discuss research, teaching, and professional concerns, and where experts from
across all areas and methodologies of English studies can offer you new insights and areas of
inquiry;
The right to propose conference panels (all papers are anonymously peer-reviewed);
Access and the right to submit to the quarterly ACCUTE Newsletter, with articles about scholarly and
professional concerns, as well as advocacy documents and surveys and data on the profession;
Access and the right to submit to ACCUTE’s social media (Facebook and Contract Academic Faculty
Caucus Facebook, Twitter @ACCUTEnglish and @ACCUTE_CAF) and its blog English Matters, which
builds on our advocacy voice and opens space for discussion, promotes your Calls for Papers, and
provides our well-known jobs list of academic and other pertinent employment opportunities.

YOUR ACCUTE MEMBERSHIP SUPPORTS THE PROFESSION:
ACCUTE advocates for improvements to working conditions in the Canadian academy, including issues
related to Contract Academic Faculty;
o We developed a best practices document regarding contract faculty employment, which was
unanimously supported by the Canadian Association of Chairs of English and sent to English
departments across Canada;
o Working with CFHSS, we are lobbying SSHRC regarding our members’ research needs;
o ACCUTE is regularly consulted by CFHSS, SSHRC, and other agencies regarding professional and
scholarly policy matters, including, recently, open-access policies, metrics, and other issues;
o ACCUTE’s presidents and board members address universities, colleges, government,
government agencies, and national forums on pressing scholarly and professional issues.

o

Membership in ACCUTE is ... a chance to be part of conversations and initiatives that
help nourish and protect intellectual interests while promoting the public interest in a
robust and diverse Canadian academy. ... No one should miss that opportunity. – Len
Findlay, Distinguished Professor, University of Saskatchewan
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Call for Submissions

Canadian Women and the Vote 1918-2018:
Prairie Fire (39.1) Special Issue
Guest editor: Sue Sorensen
Call closes: December 1, 2017
Publication: Spring 2018
Anniversaries are bittersweet events. On May 24, 1918 most Canadian women were
granted the right to vote in federal elections. That’s a landmark decision to observe.
But there were still exclusions: it would be a long time before Asian-Canadians (after
WW2) and Indigenous people (1960) – both women and men – were granted the
vote.
Prairie Fire magazine is calling for original, unpublished creative work that
commemorates or castigates, honours or howls about the 100th anniversary of the
“Act to Confer the Electoral Franchise upon Women.” Send us poetry, fiction, creative
non-fiction, memoir, drama—or another genre, as you see fit—that celebrates,
reflects on, or engages with women’s issues in Canada in the last 100 years, such as
the suffrage movement, women’s rights, gendered political issues, etc. We welcome
submissions in all sorts of styles from writers who live anywhere on the gender
spectrum.
Please indicate in your cover letter that you are submitting to Canadian Women and
the Vote. (And yes, we are working on a more scintillating title.) In your letter, please
also provide a short bio, full contact details, and the title(s) of your submissions.
Maximum length for prose, drama, experimental genres: 5,000 words. Poetry: three to
five poems, no longer than ten pages in total. Payment in accord with regular Prairie
Fire rates. See www.prairiefire.ca.
Queries: prfire@prairiefire.ca.
Submissions should be sent to:
Prairie Fire
Attn: Sue Sorensen, Guest Editor
423-100 Arthur Street
Winnipeg, MB R3B 1H3
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SLOW WAR

By Benjamin Hertwig
remember your body again / how cedar
smells of god / and a Bach cantata / makes
you almost / forgive / your hands.
Benjamin Hertwig’s debut collection of poetry, Slow War, is at once
an account of contemporary warfare and a personal journey of
loss and the search for healing. It stands in the tradition of Wilfred
Owen’s “Dulce et Decorum Est” and Kevin Powers’s “Letter Composed During a Lull in the Fighting.”
A century after the First World War, Hertwig presents both the
personal cost of war in poems such as “Somewhere in Flanders/
Afghanistan” and “Food Habits of Coyotes, as Determined by
Examination of Stomach Contents,” and the potential for healing in
unlikely places in “A Poem Is Not Guantánamo Bay.” This collection
provides no easy answers – Hertwig looks at the war in Afghanistan
with the unflinching gaze of a soldier and the sustained attention
of a poet. In his accounting of warfare and its difficult aftermath on
the homefront, the personal becomes political.
While these poems inhabit both experimental and traditional
forms, the breakdown of language channels a descent into
violence and an ascent into a future that no longer feels certain,
where history and trauma are forever intertwined. Hertwig
reminds us that remembering war is a political act and that
writing about war is a way we remember.

“We are occasionally lucky enough to encounter a writer we need, like Benjamin Hertwig, who offers solidar- ity
while challenging our assumptions, who illuminates and shades our lives in surprising ways. After reading these
poems I can’t imagine a world without them.” John K. Samson, musician, editor, and author of Lyrics and Poems,
1997-2012
“In his quiet way, Benjamin Hertwig shows us the terror and wonder of being alive. Slow War is a powerful
exploration of violence, longing, and the before and after of ‘time and war and other old gods.’ A profound and
beautiful book.” Deborah Campbell, winner of the 2016 Hilary Weston Writers’ Trust Prize for A Disappearance in Damascus
“I know of few books that deal with the experience of combat in such a humane and almost tender way. Benjamin Hertwig’s Slow War is a powerful and moving work of art.” John Skoyles, poetry editor of Ploughshares
and author of Suddenly It’s Evening
Benjamin Hertwig is a former member of the Canadian Armed Forces, a painter, and a PhD student at the
University of British Columbia whose writing has recently appeared on NPR, in the New York Times, and won a
National Magazine Award in 2017.
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